The result of the following candidates of Master of Philosophy in the subject of English (Semester System) Session 2012 – 2014 is declared as under:

Note: This notification is issued, errors and omissions excepted as a notice only. An entry appearing in it does not in itself confer any right or privilege independently to the grant of a proper Certificate/Degree/Diploma which will be issued under the Regulations in due course.

“If any student is found Expelled / Rusticated or involved in any illegal activity, the result will be quashed as per University Rules”.

Sr No. Roll No Regd. No Name of the candidate Department of English Language & Literature, P.U. Lahore Result CGPA OPM
1 12MPENG01 02-ued-35 Tayyeba Tehsin Firaqui D/o Tehsin Firaqui Withdrawn
2 12MPENG02 2006-qmc-558 Tabinda Sadaf D/o Muhammad Shafi Rana Left
3 12MPENG03 95-wwl-105 Nosheen Irfan D/o Muhammad Irfan Qureshi Left
4 12MPENG04 2012-ued-17 Zoya Jamil D/o Abdul Jamil Pass 3.31 77.30
5 12MPENG05 2008-wcg-256 Sehrish Firdous D/o Rana Gulshan Firdous Dropped
6 12MPENG06 2004-wcw-136 Faria Rabail D/o Talib Hussain R.L Dissertation
7 12MPENG07 Fakhra Zaid D/o Zaid Ali Dropped
8 12MPENG08 2012-ued-18 Maria Mehboob D/o Rohail Mehboob R.L Dissertation
9 12MPENG09 87-ued-2 Abdul Saboor S/o Abdul Karim Pass 2.50 65.50
10 12MPENG10 2012-ued-16 Muhammad Umar Jee Salimi S/o Muhammad Akmal Salimi R.L Dissertation
11 12MPENG11 97-cm-118 Muhammad Akram Ali S/o Muhammad Munawar Ali Malik Dropped
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